By using the D0-brane cluster picture, we consider the Hawking radiation of Schwarzschild black hole (SBH) in large N Matrix model. We get the correct formula for the the Hawing evaporation rate. Our results give some evidence on the Lorentz invariance of the physics of Matrix model. * zhwei@itp.ac.cn
Introduction
Recently, much attention has been paid on the Matrix model [1] [2] description of the basic qualitative features of Schwarzschild black hole (SBH) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [12] [13] [14] . The basic idea of Banks, Fischler, Klebanov and Susskind (BFKS) is to describe SBH as Boltzmann D0-brane gas [3] [4] . Under the assumption of N ∼ S, they were able to reproduce the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of the black hole by using some knowledge of thermodynamics of supersymmetric Yang-Mills field (in D=8). Banks, Fischler, Klebanov (BFK) [11] calculated the Hawking evaporation rate correctly. Their result in fact relies on the Lorentz invariance of Matrix model which deserves further investigation. For the case N >> S, the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy was derived in [6] [13] [14] . In this paper, we will consider the Hawking radiation in Matrix model for the case N >> S. We are able to get the correct Hawking evaporation rate. The covariance of our result gives some evidence on the Lorentz invariance of the physics of Matrix model.
We will adopt the technique of BFK. The main point of our approach is that D0-brane bound state will emit cluster (correlated domain) of D0-branes, which was proposed by Horowitz, Martinec and Li [7] [8]. As explained in [8] , the transverse size of a black hole remains constant under longitudinal boost. According to weak holographic principle, the degree of freedom of the theory is proportional to the area of the (D-2)-dimensional spatial surface. When N >> S, clusters of D0-branes will form. The effective degree of freedom will not increase any more. In section 2 we will give a brief review of the cluster picture of D0-brane gas in large N matrix model. Section 3 and section 4 are about Hawing radiation in cluster picture.
2 Cluster picture of D0-brane gas in large N Matrix model
In the cluster picture, the number of cluster is N cl = S. Each cluster is composed of (R s is the radius of SBH) [6] . Thus the momentum of the cluster is The interaction among the clusters is of the form
Taking into account the interaction in which the clusters exchange longitudinal momentum, one can get the correct thermodynamics of SBH in the cluster picture of large N Matrix model [7] .
As argued in [3] , the typical longitudinal momentum of Hawking particle is
This means the Hawking particle is composed of N S D0-branes. This is nothing but that the Hawking particle is just "cluster" of D0-branes. Consider a SBH with radius R s , which is described in Matrix theory by a cluster bound state in transverse spatial dimension. It is those clusters that are within the crust of depth v cl δt can escape from the cluster bound state within the time δt. So the probability per unit time to emit a cluster is 
Calculation of the Hawking evaporation rate
The probability per unit time to emit a cluster is given by [11] 
where A(n,y) is the wavefunction of a single cluster, p is the transverse momentum. According to the argument of BFK,
and the n is of order 1. Performing the integration leads to
Using the fact that the typical momentum in transverse dimension is
and
we have
The conventional semiclassical calculation in light-cone frame is almost the same as that done by [11] .
where A = 4G D S is the horizon area. The only change is the value for T + , T − . In our case, the boost factor is
M R N
. The temperature T + , T − is
The result of semiclassical calculation is the same as (9).
Calculation of the rate of mass loss
The formula for the rate of light cone energy loss per unit light cone time is
A bit calculation leads to
From the relation
we have 
Boosting back to the rest frame, the rate of mass loss per unit time is dM dx
Above calculations show that our result about Hawking radiation is independent of the boost parameter. Thus our result in some sense gives some support of the Lorentz invariance of Matrix model
